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RAY SEQUENCES
OF BEST RATIONAL APPROXIMANTS FOR Ixla

E. B. SAFF AND H. STAHL

ABSTRACT. The convergence behavior of best unifonn rational approximations r;'n
with numerator degree m and denominator degree n to the function Ixla, a > 0, on
[-I, I] is investigated. It is assumed that the indices (m, n) progress along a ray se-
quence in the lower triangle of the Walsh table, i.e. the sequence of indices {(m, n)}
satisfies

m--c E [1,00) asm+If-OO.
If

In addition to the convergence behavior, the asymptotic distribution of poles and ze-
ros of the approximants and the distribution of the extreme points of the error function

Ixla -r,';.n(x) on [-1, I] will be studied. The results will be compared with those for
paradiagonal sequences (m = n + 2[a/2]) and for sequences of best polynomial ap-

proximants.

I. Introduction and statements of main results. Our aim is to investigate the con-

vergence of ray sequences in the Walsh table of the function

( 1)

f(x)::; 

Ixra, x E [-1,1], 0 < Ct.

Let rI.n denote the collection of all real polynomials p of degree at most n and ~n the
set of rational functions

~n:= {P/q Ip E nm,q E nn,q ¥ O}, m,n E N

whereN:= {O,1,2,...}.Byr;'n = r:rnif,['-

rational approximant tQ f on the interval [.-1
1, 1]; .) E ~n we denote the best uniform
,1..], i.e.

(1.2) Emnlf, ,1]) := IV

where 11.11[-1,1] denotes the sup norm on [-1, 1

We know that for each pair m, n E N the best rational approximant r,';,n exists and is

unique (see [Me], §9.1 and §9.2, or [Ri], §5.1). The doubly infinite array of all rational
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functions r;;'n, m, n E N, is called the Walsh table of the function f approximated on

[-1,1].
An infinite sequence N = N c ~ Nk of indices (m, n) as well as the coITesponding se-

quence {r;;'n }(m,n)EN.. of approxirnants is called a ray sequence with associated asymptotic

numerator-denomina.tor ratio c if

(1.3) (m,n) E Nc'~ -cE [0,00] as m +n -00,
n

Since the sequence {(n, n) }~o colTesponds to the diagonal of the Walsh table, it is called
diagonal, and any sequence N c with c = 1 is called near diagonal, while sequences
{(n + A,n)}~M with A a constant, carry the nameparadiagonal. The sequence of best

po lynomial approximants {~o} ;:>=0 colTesponds to the sequence {( m, 0) } ;:>=0 of indices,
i.e. they constitute the first column of the Walsh table and best reciprocal polynomial
approximants ran colTespond to the first row of the Walsh table. We shall investigate
sequences in the lower triangle of the Walsh table, i.e. c E [1,00]. It will turn out that
asymptotic behavior of the approximants {r~n}(m,n)ENc essentially depends on the param-

eter c.
Since! is an even function, it is an inunediate consequence of the uniqueness of best

real rational approximants that r~n is also an even function, and we have

(1.4)
r2m+i.2n+}!X[a, [-1,1].; .) = r2m,2n(lxla, [-1,1]; .) for m, n E Nand i,j E {O,.1}.

Substituting x for y:2 leads to the identity

rZm,2n(lxfa,[ - ,1]; t) = r:'n(xCX, [0, I];?)(1.5)

for all m, n E N and a > o. Identity (1.5) shows that an investigation of the Walsh table
of the function Ixl2a with respect to approximation on the interval [-1, I] is equivalent
to an investigation of the Walsh table of xa with respect to approximation on [0, 1]. For
a E N both Walsh tables are trivial, for in these cases each entry is identical with the
function! if m ? a.

The approximation of Ixl on [-1, 1] can be seen as a prototype of the somewhat more
general problem of approximating Ixla on [-1, 1]. Much attention has been given to both
problems in the literature. After the pioneering result by Newman [Ne], who showed in

1964 that

-1,1]) ::::; M2e-7r,[nM1 e-1r,(il ~ En,n(lxl, for n E N(1.7)
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From (1.7) we learn that -7ryfn is the correct exponent in the error fonnula. However,
nothing is said in [Vj3] about the constants M1 and M2 except that, from a result of

Bulanow [Bu], it follows that M1 ?: 1/3. Based on high precision calculations it has
been conjectured by Varga, Ruttan and Carpenter [VRC] that

(1.8) lim e7r../ii En,n(lxf,(-
n--+oo

]) =8.

This conjecture has been recently proved in [Stl].
For the approximation of Ixla with a :rf 1, T. Ganelius[Ga] and N. S. Vjacheslavov

[Vj2] have independently proved error estimates that are comparable with (1.7) in their
precision. They have shown that there exists a constant M1 (a) > 0 for each a E ~ \ 2N
and a constant M2(a) < 00 for each rational number a such that

9) M1{a)e-7r~ :::; En",(\xltX, [- 1, 1]) ~ M2(a)e-7r~ forn E N

However, it could net be proved that the constant M2(Ct) depends continuously on Ct,
so that the upper estimate in (1.9) remained open for all irrational Ct. In [Ga] a slightly
weaker result is proved which is not restricted to rational Ct. There it is shown that there
exist three constants 0 < M1(Ct) < M2(Ct) < 00 and c(Ct) < 00 for all Ct E ~ \ 2N such
that

l,lD ::; M2(a)e-7rvanec(cx)ffii(1. 10) M1(a)e-7r.jan ~ En,n(lxla, forn E N

The strong error estimate {1.8) can be extended to the problem of approximating Ixja
on [-I, I].. In [St2] a proof of the limit

1" 1rv'Q!iE (I laIme n,nX,
n-+oo ,1]) 41+aj21 sin(a7rj2)1

has been announced. Of course, (1.11) implies (1.9) and (1.10). The limit (1.11) has been
investigated numerically in [VC2], where the right-hand side of (1.11) was conjectured
independently of [St2].

In [An], among other results, the lower bound of(I.10) has been extended to Markov
functions of type xa, i.e. to functions f of the form

r <p(x)dx
12) j(z)

z+x

where <p is a positive function satisfying

for x E [O,E], E >0.0 < Cl ~ X-at.p(X) ~ Cz < 00

We note that -~ is of type (1.12).
Turning from diagonal sequences of best rational approximants to best polynomial

approximants of Ixla on [-1,1], we mention the classical results of5. Bernstein (Bel],

[Be2] that the limit

Jim mil Em,o(lxlll,
m-+oo(1.13) ,1]) :=.a(a)
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exists for a >0. The value of fJ(l) has been calculated with a precision up to 100 digits
in [VC 1] and numerical investigations of fJ( a) for other values of a can be found in

[VC3].
A comparison of (1.10) with (1.13) shows that the rational approximants converge

substantially faster than the polynomial ones. Since ray sequences in the Walsh table
constitute a bridge between both types of approximants, an essential question which we
address in this paper is how the convergence behavior and especially the rate of conver-
gence changes with the variation of the asymptotic numerator-denominator ratio c. The
next theorem gives an answer and shows that for all ray sequences with c E (0,00) the
rate of convergence is more similar to the diagonal case than to the polynomial one.

THEOREM 1.1. Let a > 0, and let Nc ~ N2 be a ray sequence with numerator-
denominator ratio c E (0,00). For any pair of constants (£, c) with

(1.14) £<min(l,vc) and c>max(l,vc),

forz E H+
forz E H_,

zlim r~n(z) =
n--oo .z

for 

(m, n) E N~ and m + n sufficiently large.

REMARK. In the theorem we have not excluded the case cy. E 2N, although it is a
trivial one as mentioned earlier. The sine function on the left-hand side of (1.15) can be
replaced by any other bounded function that is zero for cy. E 2N and positive elsewhere.
Contrary to the other theorems that will be formulated and discussed in the sequel, we
have in Theorem 1.1 not excluded ray sequences from the upper triangle of the Walsh
table, i.e. C < 1.

Theorem 1.1 is an immediate consequence ofGanelius' result stated in (1.10) and the
observation that!.Ru ~ ~n ~ ~ iff. = min(m,n) and k = max(m, n).

If C :F 1, then f: < c and therefore Theorem 1.1 does not give the precise coeffi-
cient in the exponent of the error estimate. The determination of the correct exponent
remains open. However, it will turn out that the estimate in (1.15) is good enough for the
investigations of the present paper.

It is conjectured that for every ray sequence Nc, C E (0,00), the limit

(1.16) lim ~IOg(Emn(lxla,[-l,I]))
(m,n)ENc 7ryCY.n

exists. From Theorem 1.1 we only know that if this is true, then the limit has to lie
between min( 1, JC) and max( 1, JC).

For the special case of the function f(x) = Ixl it has been proved in [BIS] by
Blatt, Iserles, and Saff that the diagonal sequence {r~n} converges not only on the
interval [-1,1] but also in the two half-planes H+ := {z : Re(z) > O} and H- :=
{z : Re(z) < O}. We have
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THEOREM 1..4. Let a >

r~n(lxla,[-I, 1);.)form,n EN.
(a) We have

0 and r':"n denote the best rational approximant

forz E H+
forz E H_,

(1. 22)
ZCl

(-Z)Cl

uniformly on compact subsets of H- U H+ = C \ iR

(b) Let n be even and a ~ 2N. Then. the npoles andn -2 of the n +2[a/2] zeros of
r* n+2[a/2],n lie on the imaginary axis iR, the poles are simple, and n /2 poles and 12 / 2 -1

zeros interlace on each half-axis.

REMARKS. (1) In case a = 0,2,4,..., we have r:+Z(a/Z],n(Z) == za for all n E N,

and part (b) of the theorem does not hold. However, there is a nice intuitive interpretation

for these special cases. If a approaches one of the numbers in 2N, then the n poles and
n of the n + a zeros become pairwise identical and cancel out. The remaining a zeros
converge to z = O. The limit (1.22) then holds trivially for all z E C.

(2) Ifnis odd, then it follows from (1.4) that r:+z(a/Z],n = r:-I+Z{a/Z],n-I' and therefore
part (b) of the theorem is applicable with n replaced by n -1. It can be shown that for
a E ~ \ 2N the poles and zeros of r~Z(a/Z],n are asymptotically dense in i~ for n --* 00

(see [SaSt2]).
Next, we investigate the asymptotic distribution of the extreme points of the error

function! -r~n on [-1,1]. It will turn out that the shape of this distribution depends
on the numerator-denominator ratio c of the ray sequence Nc ~ Nz. We have seen in
(1.5) that all approximants r~n(z) = r~n(lxla,[-l, 1];z) are even functions; hence, we

can assume without loss of generality that m, n E N are even.

LEMMA 1.5. For a E R.+o \ 2N and m, n E N even, there exist m + n + 3 points

(1.23) -1 = XI < X2 < ...< Xm+n+3 = 1

such that

(1.24)

fork = 1,... ,m+n +3. andx = Xi. k = 1,...,m +n +3. are the only points of [-1, 1]

at which the error Ilxla -r~n(x)1 attains its sup norm Em,n.

The lemma follows from Chebyshev's theorem on alternation points (see [Me], The-
orem 23, or [Ri], Theorem 5.2) and the fact that

Wmn:= span{1,x,...,x"'/2,Xcx/2,Xl+CX/2 ,...,x(n+a)/2}(1.25)

fonns a Haar space of dimension (m +n)/2 + Ion [0, 1] if a. rt 2N. More details can be
found in Section 2, where we give a complete proof of Lemma 1.5.
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The points in (1.23) are called extreme points, the set of all such points {XI,. ..,Xm+n+3}
is denoted by Amn, and the counting measure of the setAmn is denoted by II Am. and defined

as

IIAm."= ~ bx,
xEAm.

( 1. 26)

where 8z is Dirac's measure for z E C. By tJJ[-I,I] we denote the equilibrium distribution

of the set [-1,1], i.e. dtJJ[-I,I](X) = (l/1r)dx/vT~,x E [-1, 1], andby~we denote

convergence in the weak-star topology on the Riemann sphere; i.e. we say that a sequence
of measures {vn} converges weak-star to a measure v, writtenvn ~ v, if If dvn --+ If dv

as n --+ 00 for every functionf continuous on C. The next theorem contains our main

result about the asymptotic distribution of extreme points.

THEOREM 1.6. Let a E ~ \ 2N. For any ray sequence Nc <; N2 with numerator-
denominator ratio c E [1,00] and m ? n + 2[af2]for all (m,n) E Nc we have

(1. 27)
1 * 2 c-l

VA --t -80 + -W ( ]m+n+3"" c+l c+l -1,1

as m +n --+ 00, (m,n) E Nc.

REMARKS. (1) We see that the asymptotic distribution of the extreme points changes
continuously with the numerator-denominator ratio c. Actually, it is a convex combina-
tion of the two measures 80 and W[-l,l], which are the asymptotic distributions in the two
extreme cases of the near-to-diagonal sequence with m = n + 2[a/2] and the sequence

of best polynomial approximants.
(2) In the special case m = n + 2[ a /2] (paradiagonal case) we have c = 1, and

therefore in this case "almost all" extreme points off -r~n converge to z = O.

(3) In the case of polynomial approximants (c = 00), assertion (1.27) is a special case
of a theorem of Kadec [Ka]. However, Theorem 1.6 is somewhat more general since it

also covers sequences {r~.n..}~=l with m/nm --+ 00.

We come to the last group of results in this paper, the asymptotic distribution of zeros
and poles of the approximants r~n = r~n(lxla, [-1,1];.).

THEOREM 1.7. Let a E ~ \ 2N and let Nc be a ray sequence with numerator-

denominator ratio c E [1,00), m ~ n + 2[a/2], and m, n even for all (m, n) E Nc.

(a) All n poles ofr~n are simple and lie on the imaginary axis.
(b) LetPmn:= {7rl,...,7rn}andZmn = {(I,...<;m} denote the sets of (finite) poles

and zeros r~n' The points can be ordered in such a way that

(1.28)1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
-;-7r1 > -;-(1 > -;-7rz > -:-(Z > ...> -;-7rnjZ > 0> -;-7rnjZ+\ > ...> -;-<n-z > -;-7rn,
Z Z Z Z I Z Z I

i.e. there are at least n -2 zeros on the imaginary axis, with at least one on each segment

joining adjacent poles on each half-axis.
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(c) We have

( 1.29)
1 *
-Vp 80,n ...

I * 1 ( 1)-vz 80 + 1-- (;.)[-II Jm". c c'

asm +n- 00, (m,n) E Nc.
(d) If c > 1, then all poles of r;"n converge to z = 0, and all zeros of r;"n cluster on

[-1,1], i.e.

CX)

n U Pmn = {a},
k= I (m,n)ENc

m+n~k

\l.-1Vj

~-'7,_/

REMARK. Part (d) of Theorem 1.7 holds only for numerator-denominator ratios
c > I. It can be shown (see [SaSt2]) that in the special case of the paradiagonal se-
quence {(n + 2[a/2], n)}nEN, poles and zeros are asymptotically dense on the imaginary

axis. It follows from Theorem 1.4 that in this case the poles and zeros have no cluster
points outside of the imaginary axis. This last result is perhaps not true for all other se-
quences with numerator-denominator ratio c = 1. For the case m > n+2[a/2] andc = I

the results (1.28) and (1.29) are the only ones that we can prove so far. We remark that in
the survey paper [SaStl], formulas (20), (23) and (25) of that paper should be replaced
by (1.24), (1.27) and (1.29), respectively.

2. Connections with Stieltjes functions. In the present paragraph we establish a
connection between best rational approximants and multipoint Pade approximants. This
connection will enable us to prove several properties of the best rational approximants
*

rmn.
From (1.5) we know that all r:'n are even functions. It is therefore possible to replace

z2 by z simultaneously in the approximant r:'n and in the function Izla. The substitution
corresponds to a mapping

<p:H+ --+ D :=C \ R-(2.1) (~:={XERlx<O})
with <p(z) = z2. Throughout the following sections we denote by j the function

(2.2) j(z) := j(a;z) := za forz E D and a E R.

and by r:'n we denote the best rational approximant

r~n = r~n(xa, [0,1];.) E ~n for m, n E N, a ~ O.

In the new setting the best rational approximants r':;'n are identical to f( a; .) for all a E N
and m ~ a. Since these special cases are trivial, we will exclude them from further
considerations and assume that

aE~\N
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As as immediate consequence of Cauchy's integral formula we have the representa-
tion

sin(7r(a - [a ] -1 ))1: Ja-[a]-l) dx(2.5) f(a;z)=-zia]+' ,x' for all z ED.
7r 0 x+z

Since -1 < a -[a] -1 < 0, the integral in (2.5) defines a Stieltjes function. It is easy
to check that the integral exists for all zED.

Before we turn to the study of the connection of r;;'n with the theory of multipoint
Pade approximants, we prove a lemma that covers most of the assertions of Lemma 1.5.
The full proof of Lemma 1.5 will be given at the end of the present section.

LEMMA 2.1. Let a E ~ \ N, and set r;;'n = pmn / qmn with pmn and qmn coprime and
qmn monic, m ? n+[a], m, n E N. Then deg(pmn) = m and deg(qmn) = n, and there exists
a set ofm + n + 2 alternation points in [0,1], i.e., we have 0 :::; XI < ...< Xm+n+2 :::; 1,

and the error function

emn := f( a; .) -r~n

satisfies

emn(Xj) = >'(-1 Y Emn(xl1, [0, 1]), ,m+n+2 ,j=
with A = 1 or A = -

PROOF. It has already been mentioned in the introduction that the best rational ap-
proximant r;*;.n exists and is unique for each m, n E N. Let XI,. ..,Xm+n+2-d be a se-
quence of alternation points of maximal length. From Chebyshev's Theorem on alterna-
tion points (see [Me], Theorem 23, or [Ri], Theorem 5.2) we know that

(2.8) d ~ min(m -deg(pmn),n -deg(qmn»).

We shall show that d = O.

From the intermediate value theorem and the definition of alternation points it follows
that there exist at least m + n + I -d zeros Zj of emn satisfying

(2.9) x" < Z" < Xj+"
:J :J

and

emn(Zj) = 0 for j = ,m+n+ I-d.(2.10)

From (2.10) we learn that r;"n interpolates the function f( a; .) in the points z!

Zm+n+l-d, and the expression

(2. 11) qmnemn = qmIJ(a.;.) -Pmn

,Zm+n+l-do Forz E [0,1] the right-hand side of(2.11) is anhas zeros at the points ZI,
element of the space

(2.12) { -171' a a+l
Wm'n' :=span l,z,...,;G,z,z

a+n' },z , n' := deg(qmn).m' := deg(Pmn),
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Since Wm'nJ forms a Chebyshev system on [0,1] of dimension ml + nl + 2 (see [KaSt],

Chapter I, §3), we know that (2.11) and therefore also emn has at most ml + nl + 1 zeros
in [0, 1]. Hence, m + n + 1 -d ~ 1 + deg(pmn) + deg(qmn).

On the other hand, itfollows from (2.8) that2d+deg(pmn)+deg(qmn) ~ m+n. The last
two inequalities together imply thatd = O. Thus, we have proved that there existm+n+2

alternation points, and further we have shown that deg(pmn) = m and deg(qmn) = n. 8

From (2.7), (2.9) and (2.10) it follows that the rational approximant r;;'n interpolates
f( a; .) in the m + n + 1 points of the set

,,-"'1'""

Bmn:= {Z("",Zm+n+I}.(2. 13)

We shall see below that these are the only zeros of emn on ~- The polynomial

Wmn(Z):= n (Z -x) E nm+n+1
xES...

will be frequently used.
The next lemma contains most of the results about the structure of the denominator

and numerator polynomials of r;'n that can be deduced from the interpolatory property

of r;'n.

LEMMA 2.2. Let a E ~ \ N, and let the rational function rmn = Pmn/ qmn E ~n
interpolate f( a; .) in the points of Bmn = Bmn( a) ~ (0, 1), Pmn and qmn coprime, and

assume that m ~ n + [a].

(a) The denominator polynomial qmn satisfies the orthogonality relation

(2. 15) r x!~~~xa dx = 0 for l = 0,.
0 wmn( -x)

,n-l ,

where wmn is the polynomial defined in (2.14). All zeros oj qmn are simple, contained in

( -00, 0), and their total number is exactly n.
(b) The numerator polynomial Pmn is oj exact degree m. and in the segment between

two adjacent zeros of qmn there is at least one zero of pmn.

(c) For the error function emn := f( a; .) -r~n we have the representation

sin 'Ira. UJmn(z).r qmn( _x)2xa dx
fi D-2 or z E .

'Ir qmn(z) 0 UJmn( -x)(x + z)(2. 16) emn(Z) = -

PROOF. (a) We will write p, q, w,f instead of pmn, qmn, wmn,f(a;.), respectively.
Since rmn interpolatesf in the points of Bmn, we have

qf-p = wg

with g a function analytic in D. Let Do be a simply connected domain with rectifiable

boundary aDo, Do C; D, Bmn C; Do, and let C be the positively oriented boundary aDo.
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Multiplying (2.17) by zl., ( = O,...,n -I, and dividing byw yields with Cauchy's

theorem that

(2.1.8)

Since deg( w) = m + n + 1 ~ m + t' + 2 ~ deg(p) + t' + 2 if e ~ n -1, we see that in the
second integral on the left-hand side of (2.18) the integrand has a zero of order at least 2
at infinity, and the integrand is analytic outside C. Hence, this integral vanishes, and we
have

(2. 19)

If we let C defonn to the boundary of an annulus slit along the negative real axis and
let its inner radius tend to 0 and its outer radius tend to 00, then the integral in (2.19)

converges to (2.15), provided that the integral in (2.15) exists. Here only the behavior of
the integrand near ( = 0 and ( = 00 is critical. The modulus of the integrand at( = 0

behaves like 1(la+i since Bmn ~ (0, 1). At (= 00 it behaves like 1<I{3

(2. 20) .B~ (2n-l)-(m+n+ l)+a ~ -[a]+a-2 < -I.

From (2.20) we deduce that the integral in (2.15) exists. In (2.20) we have used the
assumption m ~ n + [a].

From the orthogonality relation (2.14) it follows rather immediately that deg(q) = n,
and that all its zeros are simple and contained in (-00,0) (see [Sz], Chapter III).

(c) We continue with the proof of assertion (c) and defer the proof of assertion (b)
until later. Let h E iln be an arbitrary polynomial, and let the domain Do ~ D, its contour
C, the polynomials p, q, UJ, and the function g be the same as those used in (2.17) and
(2.18). By Cauchy's integral formula we deduce from (2.17) that

(2.21)

for all z E Do. Since the degree of hp is smaller than that of w, the rational function
hp / w is analytic outside of Do and has a zero at infinity. The second integral in (2.21) is
therefore identically zero. With the identity qhemn = qhf -hp we have thus proved that

(2. 22) forz E Do.

Choosing h = q and letting C defonn to [-00, 0] as before yields (2.16). We note that

the integral in (2.16) exists for all zED, which can be proved in the same way as the

existence of the integral (2.15) in part (a) has been verified. Further, we note that the
factor (sin 7ra) / 7r arises from the analytic continuation of (cx to (-00,0) from both sides.
The technique is the same as that in the derivation of formula (2.5)..
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(b) We use the same notation as in the proof of part (c). From (2.22) and the identity
qemn = qf( a; .) -p it follows that

w(z)q(z) 1 (a d( 1 qh (a d(p(z) = q[f( a; .) -emn](Z) = ~ Jc b -h(z)2iI Jc -w-(o~

"'~ .i- (qh)(z)w«L--=-(qh)(Ow(z)~~~-
n\Z)L.7rZ JC (- Z w(O

for z E Do. Ifwe choose h = q and develop the right-hand side of (2.23) in powers ofz,
and if we assume that q is monic, i.e. q(z) = z" + ..., then it follows from the identity

~(~)2_~(O -q(O2~
(-z

that in the development p(z) = amz1ll + the leading coefficient am is given by

(2.25) ~ 1 q(O2
27ri lc ~r: d(am=-

Note that because ofm ~ n + [aJ ~ n we have deg(w) = m + n + 1 ~ 2n + 1 > 2n =

deg(q2). As in (2.20) we can show that the curve C in (2.25) can be defonned to [-00, OJ,
and we have

(2. 26)

which proves deg(p) = m.
Next, we show that between two adjacent zeros of q there is at least one zero of p. Let

Yl,. " ,Yn be the zeros of q numbered according to their value. From part (a) we know
that all zeros of q lie in .(-00,0). Since all zeros are simple, we know that the partial
fraction representation of p / q has the form

(2.27)

with P E nm-n. Since f( a; .) has an analytic continuation across ( -00, 0) from both sides
and since f( a; .) is therefore bounded at each zero Yj of q, the rational function (2.27) is
dominant in the eITor function emn = f(a;.) -p j q near every pole Yj,j = I,..., n,of

p j q. From the analytic continuation property off(a;.) we note that in (2.22) teh contour
C can be defonned so as to contain Yj in its interior. We therefore deduce with hj{z) :=
q(z)j(z -Yj) E nn-1 that

(2.28)
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The last equality is a result of deforming C to [-00,0], and the integral cannot vanish
since the integrand does not change its sign on [0,00].

Since a as well as the sign of sin 7ra is fixed, it follows from (2.28) that all A I, ..., An
are of same sign. It therefore follows from (2.27) that p has at least one zero in each
interval (Yj,Yj+l),j = l,...,n-t. .

PROOF OF LEMMA 1.5. In view of Lemma 2.1 it remains only to be shown that the

alternation points XI , ..., Xm+n+2 in (2.7) are the only extreme points of emn on [0, 1] and
further that XI = 0, Xm+n+2 = 1, and A = (-1 )[a] in (2.7). All assertions of Lemma 1.5

then follow from Lemma 2.1 by using identity (1.5), which describes the connection

between the problem of approximating xa on [0, 1 J and jxI2a on [-1, 1].
Set r';'n = pmn / qmn' For c E R we have

(2. 29) emn(Z) = c

for some z E [0, 1] if and only if

(2. 30) zaqmn(Z) -cqmn(Z) -Pmn(z) = o.

Since the left-hand side of (2.30) is an element of W mn defined in (2.12), for each c E R
there exist at most m + n + 1 zeros of (2.29) in [0, 1]. The extreme points of emn satisfy
(2.29) with c = Em,n(xa, [0, 1]) or c = -Em;n(;r:Ct ,[0, 1]). If an extreme point lies in (0,1),

then it is at least a double zero of (2.29), while at the endpoints 0 and 1 it may correspond
to a simple zero of (2.29). Since we know from Lemma 2.1 that there are at least m + n + 2

alternation points, it follows that these are the only extreme points, and more than that,
it follows that the two endpoints 0 and 1 have to be among these points.

In order to prove A = (-lya] in (2.7), we consider emn near infinity. For m > n + [a]
the approximant r.:rn(z) = amzln-n + ...is dominant in emn near infinity. From (2.26) we

then know that

x E ~} = (-l)[cr]+m+n+1sign(am) = (-I)[a]sign{wmn(X)

which is the same as -signemn(z) for z E R.;. near infinity. From (2.16) we know that
emn has exactly m + n + I sign changes on R.;. which shows that

(2. 32) .,\ = -sign emn(O) = (-l)[al

for m > n + [a]. The case m = n + [a] follows in the same way if we observe that
sign( emn(Z)) = 1 for Z > 1. .

3. Some results involving logarithmic potentials. In order to simplify notation
we assume that in every ray sequence Nc = {(m,n)} ~ N2 each index n appears only
once and therefore we can consider m as a function of n, i.e. m = mn, n E N ~ N, and
{(m, n)} = {(mn, n) }nEN. It is obvious that such an assumption can be made without loss
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of generality. We also will change the parameterization of the sequences Nc. Instead of

the numerator-denominator ratio c we now use the parameter 0, which is defined by

From (1.3) we see that e = (c-1)/2. We shall write n ENe if(mn, n) E Nc and call Ne
the index sequence of Nc. A ray sequence belongs asymptotically to the lower triangle
of the Walsh table ire ? O. Throughout the present paragraph, we make the assumption
that

mn~n+[a] forallnENe.

The assumption (3.2) implies e ~ O.
In order to have a further simplification of notation we write qn, pn, Wn instead of

qm..n, Pm..n' wm.,n, respectively. Since zeros of qn can tend to -00 as n --+ 00, we have to

noxmalize qn in a way that avoids qn from "blowing up" if zeros tend to -00. The monic
polynomials are not appropriate for this purpose. In the present section we assume that

the polynomials qn are noxmalized so that

holds true, where Yl,..' ,Yn are the n zeros of qn'
For any polynomialp E nn we denote by vp the counting measure of its zeros, i.e. vp

associates a mass to each zero of p that is equal to the order of the zero. From the weak
compactness of the unit ball of positive measures it follows that any ray sequence Ne
contains an infinite subsequence, which we continue to denote by Ne, so that measures

v, w and a constant Co exist with

1 * 1 * 1 -
(3.4) -Vq. -v, _2 VIJJ. -W, _2 logIIn(l)l- Co ERas n --00, n ENe,

n n n

where In denotes the integral

In(z) := ~ f qn(xtlxla dx

7r J-oo(X-Z)c.lJn(X)'
z E C \ [-00,0].

In Lemma 2.2(a) it has been shown that all zeros of qn are contained in (-00,0), and that

deg(qn) = n. Hence, v is a probability measure with

supp(v) ~ [-00,0].(3.6)

Since the polynomial Wn has mn + n + 1 zeros and since all these zeros are contained in

(0,1), it follows from (3.1) and (3.3) that W is a positive measure with

and w([O, 1]) = 1 + 0.supp(w) ~ [0,1]
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By

J max(l,jxl}p(J.1.;z) := log I I dJ.1.(x)

Iz-xj
we denote the logarithmic potentialofagiven signed measure j.£.

Definition (3.8) differs somewhat from the usual one (see for instance [La], Chapter I,
or [StTo], Appendix), but it has the advantage that it is not affected by a strong growth of
the measure j.£ near infinity. The definition can be reduced to a combination of logarithmic

potentials that are defined in the usual way. Indeed, let j.£ = j.£l + j.£2 be a decomposition
of j.£ such tha,t supp(j.£) ~ {z Ilzl. ~ I}. and supp(j.£V ~ {z Ilzj ~ i}.. Let j.£z denote the

image of j.£2 under the mapping x ~ 11 x. Then supp(j.£z) ~ {z I fzf ~ .1}., and we have
the identity

Note that ifsupp(Jt) ~ {z tlzl :5: I },then we have

1
(3.10) p(JJ,;Z) = flog ~dJJ,(x),

which is the usual definition of a logarithmic potential

LEMMA 3. We have

(3.11)
.1 I iJJn(Z) I11m-log ~=p(v

Ne 2n Qn(z)2 w;z)

locally uniformly z E C \ [-00, I],

(3. 12)

for quasi-every z E C \ [-00,0], and for every sequence of points Zn E C, n ENe, with
Zn -..Zo E C \. [-00,0] as n -..00, n ENe, we have

(3. 13)

Further we have

(3. 14)
I " . f I I I (.I.In(z) I ( )Imm _2 og - ( )2 = P V -(.1.1; Z

Ne n qn Z
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for quasi-every z E C \ [0, 1], and for every sequence of points Zn E C, n ENe. with
Zn --+ ZQ E C \ [0, 1] as n --+ 00. n ENe. we have

1.. f 1 1 \ w,,(z,,)I > ( )IInm _2 og ( \2 -P 1/ -W;ZO .
Ne n q" Z"r(3.15)

REMARK. We write limNe instead of limrr-.oo,nENe' A property is said to hold quasi-
everywhere on a set V <; C if it holds for every z E V with possible exceptions on a set

of capacity zero (see [La], Chapter II, No.6).

PROOF. The limit (3.11) follows from the first two limits in (3.4) and the fact that all

zeros ofqn and Wn are contained in (-00, I). The asymptotic inequality (3.13) follows
from the first two limits in (3.4) together with the principle of descent (see [La], The-

orem 1.3), which has to be applied to the sequence of potentials (lf2n)log[lfwn(z)].
This sequence converges to p(w;z). In the same way the asymptotic inequality (3.15)
follows from the first two limits in (3.4) and the principle of descent, but now the princi-
ple of descent has to be applied to the functions (If n) log 11 f qn(z)l, which are not of the

form covered by Theorem 1.3 in [La] because of the normalization (3.3). However, by
using the decomposition described in (3.9), it is immediate that the principle of descent

proved in Theorem 1.3 of [La] is also applicable to the sequence {( If n) log II f qn(z)I}.
The limits (3.12) and (3.14) follow from the first two limits in (3.4) and the lower en-
velope theorem of potential theory (see [La], Theorem 3.8), where in case of the limit
(3.14) the decomposition (3.9) again has be used in order to justify the applicability of
Theorem 3.8 of [La]. .

In (3.4) we have only assumed the convergence of the sequence (lf2n)logIIn(z)l,
n ENe, at z = I, where we allow the limits :1:00. The integral In has been defined in

(3.5).

LEMMA 3.2. (a) We have

In(z) :rf 0 for all zED = C \ R_.

(b) For every compact set V ~ D we have

uniformly for z E V.

REMARK. The value of Co may depend on the subsequence Ne. Note that as yet we

do not know whether Co is finite.

PROOF. (a) The first assertion follows from the observation that
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for all Im(z) :tf 0 and x E ~ and

(3.19)

for all z,x E ~.
(b) The functionqn( _x)2xa j wn(-x) does not change sign on (0,00), and it is positive

or negative depending on whether mn + n + I is even or odd. Since we have assumed in
(3.2) that mn ?; n + [a], for fixed zED we have the estimate

I qn(-XY:ffZ I [1 2(3.20) ( )1 I ~ C3X~- a -for all x E [0,00],
Wn -x x+z

where C3 is a constant that depends onz, qn, Wn, but is independent ofx. Inequality (3.20)
can easily be verified for large x by moving all zeros of the polynomials Wn and qn to the
point x = 0 and using the inequality 2n + a -(mn + n + I) -I ~ a -[a] -2. For finite

x, inequality (3.20) follows from the fact that all zeros of Wn are contained in (0, 1). It
follows from (3.20) that the integral in (3.5) exists for each n ENe and zED.

For a given z with Im(z) > 0, the image of (0,00) under the mapping x 1--+
Ij(x+z) is contained in the lower half-plane {w l.Im(w) < O}. Hence, for Im(z) > 0 we
have .Im{In(z) j In( 1)) < O. Note that In(l) is real. For Im(z) < 0, the opposite inequality

.Im( In(z) j In(l)) > 0 holds. From these observations we deduce that

(3.21) for all zED

Hence,

(3. 22)

locally unifolmly in D. Since arg( In(z») is the harmonic conjugate of log IIn(z)I, limit
(3.17) follows from {3.22), the third limit in (3.4), and Schwarz's representation folmula
for the conjugate function. .

The inequality and the equality proved in the next lemma are of basic importance.

LEMMA 3.3. We have

(3.23) p(/l -W;Z) + Co
= 0 for allz E [0, 1]

, ~ 0 for all z E [-00, 0].

The constant Co E R. has been defined in (3,4), and it is finite.

PROOF. (a) We start by showing that the inequality

(3.24) p(v -(.J;Z) + Co :$ 0 for all z E [0, I]

is a consequence of the error estimate (1.15)in Theorem 1.1. From the upper estimate in
(1.15) it follows that

(3.25)
limsup _2 1 log len(z)1 :S lim _2 1 (-C\vf""a4;;) = 0

Ne n Ne n
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unifonnlyforz E [0, I],wherecI is a constant smaller than 7r. We note that because of the
substitution z2 f-+ Z we have to substitute the degree n by 2n in the error estimate (1.15).

From the remainder fonnula (2.16) of Lemma 2.2 together with (3.25) we know that

.1 I I .1 [ I Wn(Z) I I I](3.26) 0 :;::: 11m sup _2 log en(z) = 11m sup _2 log - ( )2 + log In(z)
He n Ne n qn Z

uniformly forz E [0, 1]. The function In in (3.26) has been defined in (3.5). From (3.12)
of Lemma 3.1 we know that

(3.27)
1.1 1 I Wn(Z)

I)IffiSUP -2 og - () 2 = p(v -w;z

Ne n qn Z

for quasi-everyz E [0,1]. Together with the limit (3.17) in Lemma 3.2 we deduce from
(3.27) and (3.26) that the inequality (3.24) holds for quasi-every z E [0,1]. The set
F := {z E [0,1] I p(1/ -l.;.J;z) + Co > O} is thin near every x E [0,1]. Hence, in

the fine to;ology, the set F belongs to the fine boundary of [0, 1] \ F (see [La, chapter V,
Section 3]) and because of the continuity of p( 1/- I.;.J; z) in the fine topology, the inequality
(3.24) holds for all z E (0, 1].

(b) Next we show the inequality in (3.23). Let x be an arbitrary point of (-00,0) and
8> O. Because of the upper semicontinuity ofp(-:-I/;z) and the continuity ofP(I.;.J;Z) on
{ -00,0) there exists an ~ > 0 such that

(3.28) p(-v;x) ~ maxp(-v;z),
zEI

p(w;z}- {; ~ minp(w;z)
zEI

for all z E 1:= Ie.x := [x -E:,X +E:l~(-oo, 0). Denote by Mn the maximum

(3.29) Mn := max Iqn(z)l.
zEI

Because of the first limit in (3.4) and the principle of descent (see [La], Theorem 1.3) we
know that

1
(3.30) lim sup- log Iqn(Zn)1 ::; p( -II; ZO)

N0 n

for any sequence Zn -..Zo E I. (That the principle of descent and the lower envelope
theorem holds for potentials of type (3.8) has been shown in the proof of Lemma 3.1.)
From the lower envelope theorem (see [La], Theorem 3.8) we know that

(3.31) lim sup ~ log Iqn(z)j = p( -1I; z)
Ne n

for quasi-every z E I. It follows from (3.30) that

(3.32) limsup! logMn ~ maxp(-v;z).
Ne n zEI
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Since (3.31) holds for any infinite subsequence of Ne. it follows from (3.30) and (3.31)
that

(3.33) M > e-n6 Cnn- 2

for all n E Ne sufficiently large with

(3.34) logcz := maxp(-l/;z}.
zE!

From the uniform convergence of (IPn) loglwn(z)1 --+ p( -w;z) on./, it follows that
there exists a constant c3 such that

for all z E I, n sufficiently large, ZQ E C \ R fixed, and the constant c3 satisfies

(3.36)

where we have used inequal.ity(3.28).
Let Xn E I be such that Mn = Iqn(xn)/. From Markov's inequality we know that

(3.37) for all z E 1.

Integrating q~ shows that

Mn
(3.38) Iqn(z)1 ~ 2

Since at least one half of the interval [xn
estimate

e, Xn + en] is contained in I we have the lower

(3.39)
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From the limit (3.17) and the arbitrariness of fj > 0 we deduce from (3.40) that

(3.41) p(W -1/;X) ~ Co

Since x E (-00,0) was arbitrary, (3.41) completes the proof of the inequality in (3.23)
for all z E ( -00,0). That the inequality holds also for x = 0 and x = -00, follows from

the continuity ofp(v -(;);.) in the fine topology (see [La], Chapter III, §I) and the fact

that -00 and 0 are regular points of [ -00,0].

(c) In order to prove the equality in (3.23) for all z E [0, I] we first show that

(3.42) p(/l -(,.};Z) + Co ~ 0 for all z E supp(w).

From (3.7) we know that supp(w) ~ [0,1]. In part (b) it has been shown that (3.42) holds
forz = O. Now letx be an arbitrary element ofsupp(w) \ {O}. Then from the second limit

in (3.4) it follows that for every n E Ne there exist at least two points an, bn E Bn := Bm.,n
with an < bn and both limits an --+ X and bn --+ x exist as n --+ 00. Note that Bn is the

set of zeros of the error function en (see (2.10)). Thus, there exists at least one extreme
point Zn E An := Am.,n with an < Zn < bn for every n E Ne and of course we also have

as n --+ 00, n ENe,(3.43) Zn-X

and

!en(Zn)! 

=Ilenll[o.l] for all n ENe.(3.44)

From the lower estimate in (1.15) of Theorem together with (3.44) it follows that

lim sup -21 log len(zn)1 ~ lim ~(-C4 yI"a4;;) = 0,

Ne n Ne 2n(3.45)

where C4 is a constant larger than 7rJT+28. With remainder formula (2.16) of

Lemma 2.2 it then follows from (3.45) in a similar way as in (3.26) that

(3. 46)

With the limit (3.17) of Lemrna 3.2 and (3.13) of Lemrna 3.1 it then follows from (3.46)
that p(v -c.A.l;x) + Co ~ O. Since x was an arbitrary point of supp(c.A.l) \ {O}, we have

proved (3.42).
Since p(v -c.A.l; .) is superharmonic in C \ supp(c.A.l), it follows from the minimum prin-

ciple and (3.42) that

for all z E C+ Co ~ 0p(v -i..J;(3.47)

Together with the inequality (3.24) this proves the equality in (3.23) for all z E (0,1]
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(d) It remains to be shown that Co E R is finite, which will turn out to be a rather

immediate consequence of the equality in (3.23). It follows from the definition of p(v; z)
in (3.8), supp(v) ~ [-00,0], andjlvll = I that for all z E (0, 1] we have

(3. 48)
. I 1

log 2" ~ p(v; z) ~ og r;r

Because suppw ~ [0,1], the potential p(w;z) is bounded from below on [0,1] and
p(w;z) = 00 can only hold for a set of capacity zero on [0,1] (see [La], Chapter III,
Section 1). Hence, from (3.48) and the equality in (3.23) it follows that Co is finite. .

The next lemma is to a large extent a corollary of Lemma 3.3.

LEMMA 3.4. We have

(3.49)

(3.50)

(3.51 )

p(v -w; z) + Co :=:<3gC\[O;lj(Z, 00),

1/ = 80,

w = 80 + 8W[O,I],

where 80 is the Dirac measure at z = 0 andw[o,l] is the equilibrium distribution on [0, 1].

PROOF. In (3.6) and (3.7) it has been shown that 1/ and w are positive measures with
III/II = 1 and Ilwl! = 1 + 0, therefore (w -I/)(C) = 0. From the equality in (3.23) of

Lemma 3.3 we then immediately deduce that

(3.. 52) -'-'(z, x) dv(x).

We now proceed with a proofby contradiction. Assume that

(3.53) v #80,

Since we know from (3.6) that supp(v) ~
0 and therefore it follows from (3.52) that

-00,0], it follows &om (3.53) that v I [-oo,O} #

(3.54) for all z E C\ [0, I}.w;z) +co > 0p(v

We shall show that inequality (3.54) implies that all zeros of the polynomialsqn converge
to zero as n -+ 00. This then contradicts (3.53), and thus (3.49) and (3.50) follow. Further,

(3.51) follows from (3.49) since the Green function g"C\[O,I](Z, 00) has the representation

log4 -! log R dW[O,I](X)(3.55) gC\[o.Jz.oo)

(see (Ts], Theorem III. 12, or (StTo], Appendix V).
Let us assume thatYn, n ENe, is a sequence of zeros of qn satisfying

(3.56) Yn <-/
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for some 0 < ~ < Let£; > 0 be chosen in such a way that from (3.54) we can deduce

(3.57) p(/l w;z) ~ -co + 4li
;e],for z E [-00,

It then follows from the asymptotic inequality (3.15}in Lemma 3.1 that

I qn(x)2 Ixl [a]+2
(3.58) 2;; log Il.Lin(x)] Ix -II ~ Co -38 for all x E,

for no sufficiently large. Note that the function on the left of (3.58) is subhannonic in
a neighborhood of infinity since from (3.2) we know that mn :2: n + [a], which implies
2n + [a] + 2 -mn -n -1 -I :5 (J.

From (3.58) we deduce that

(3.59)1-0 qn(x)21~!a dx < ~(co-36)[ 0 Ixla-[a]-2dx < ~(co-2t5) for n > n n EM
-00 Ix -Illwn(x)1 --00 --0, e,

if no is sufficiently large. From the third limit in (3.4), the definition of In in (3.5), and
the estimate (3.59) it then follows that

~ qn(x)2Ixladx -c J \
1-0 Ix

'c],n;:::no,nENe[-00,

qn(xYlxltXdxr ro -r-E .~ ~n(co-o) -e2i1(co-2J5)

\.1-00 -001 Ix -11 I iJJn (x) I

= ~n(co-o)(l -e-2nh) forn ~ no, n ENe,

.-llltUn(x)l-(3.60)

Z-Yn'

which is a polynomial normalized in accordance with (3.3). The factoring out of one zero
does not change the first limit in (3.4). Consequently, we have

1-y *

2n q.q.--(3.62) as n --+ 00, n E Ne

It is easy to verify that the asymptotic inequality (3.15) in Lemma 3.1 remains true if q~
is replaced by qnt]n. Thus, it follows from (3.62) and (3.57) in exactly the same way as
in (3.58) that

'C:], n ~ no, n ENe,

::; ;n<co-U)(3.64) for n > no, n ENe.

The equality

(3.65)
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holds for all x E R_. Because of (3.56) the polynomial q"q" does not change its sign on

[-E, 0]. Hence, we deduce from (3.65) that

for n E Ne sufficiently large.

Since iin E nn-l, the strict inequality in (3.67) contradicts the orthogonality (2.15)
in Lemma 2.2. Thus, we have shown that inequality (3.54) implies that all zeros of the

polynomials qn have to converge to zero as n E Ne tends to infinity. This completes the

proof. .
In the proof of Lemma 3.4 we have actually shown more than has been stated in

Lemma 3.4. The identity (3.50) implies only that almost all zeros of the denominator
polynomials qn converge to z = 0 as n --+ 00, n ENe. The proof, however, shows that

under certain conditions all zeros converge to z = O. This stronger assertion is part of
the next lemma.

For a polynomial pEnn we denote by Z(p) the set of all zeros taking account of

multiplicities.

LEMMA 3.5. lJ0 > 0, then

(3.68)
('

(3.69)

00

n U Z(qn) = {O},
k=1 n>k

nENe
00

n U Z(pn) = [0,1],
k=1 n>k

nENe

where q nand Pn are the denominator and numerator polynomials of the approximant r~.

REMARK. The case e = 0 has been excluded from Lemma 3.5. Theorem 1.4, which

will be proved below, implies that for the case of the sequence {r~(a],n }neN all zeros and
poles of the approximants r~(a],n cluster on [-00,0]. So at least in this case there is an
asymptotic behavior different from that described in (3.68).

PROOF. If e > 0, then it follows fr~m (3.49) that inequality (3.54) holds. In the

proof of Lemma 3.4 it has been shown that from this inequality it follows that all zeros
of the denominator polynomials qn converge to z = O. This proves (3.68).

In order to prove (3.69) we need some preparation. Since e > 0 implies inequality
(3.54), we know that all results are true that have been proved in (3.58)-{3.67), and t: > 0
can be chosen arbitrarily small.
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Now, let r > 0,0" > 0, and r 1
such that

= {z jzl =r, I argzl :5: 71"- 8}. There exists c > 0

8
(3.70)

I 1 1 I '

~7~-=1 -~:$ j;=-1T for all x E [-c:, OJ, z E r

and there exists a constant Cl < 00 with

<~
Ix/z"", 11 -Ix-It

for all X E R_, z E rl

Define

(3.72) nENean ::
ro qn(xflx\a dx1-0 

(x -l)wn(x) ,

From (3.60) we know that

Ian I ?: e2n(co-C) for n? no, n ENe,

if no is sufficiently large. Because of the third limit in (3.4) we know that

1
tim-log lanl = Co
Ne 2n

(3.74)

From (3.J.l) together with (3.59) we deduce that

r-E Qn(X)2Jxla dx
[ ~ Ct

-00 (X/z -l)wn(x)
(3.75)

for n ~ no, n ENe, z E r 1, and no sufficiently large. From (3.70) together with (3.72)
we further deduce that

Qn(x)2Ixladx

~

(3.76) -anI :58janl forn ENe.
-E (X/Z -l)wn(x)

Since en(z) =za -(Pn/ qn)(z), it follows from fontlula (2.16) in Lemma 2.2 that

za+l qn(Z)2
(3.78) lim = 0

Ne Q/IW/I(Z)

locally uniformly for z E C \ [0, I].
From (3.76) together with (3.75) and (3.73) it follows that

(3.79}
:::; {; + e-.2n;5 forn ~ no, n ENe, z E rl,
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which proves that

(3. 80) lim~~~ = ~
Ne anWn(Z) 7r

uniformly for Z E r 1. Since r > 0 and /5 > 8 are arbitrary, it follows that (3.80) holds for

allzEC\~_.
Since we already know from the proof of Lemma 3.4 that the polynomials qn and Wn

have all their zeros in the interval [-c:, 1] for n E Ne sufficiently large, and asymptoti-
cally all these zeros-cluster on [0, 1], it follows from (3.80) and the ar~ent principle
that all zeros of the polynomials Pn, n ENe, have to cluster on [0, 1]. ..

4. Proofs. In the present section we shall prove all results of Section 1 except The-
orem 1.1, which has already been verified as an immediate consequence of Ganelius'
result (1.10), and Lemma 1.5, which has been proved in Section 2.

We note that in Section 1 notation has been used that differs from that in Sections 2
and 3. Thus, in Section 1 we have considered only even functions, which then have been

transfonned by the mapping (2.1), to the problem of approximating xQ on [0, 1]. The
mapping (2.1) is basically a substitution of z2 byz. As a consequence, approximation on
[-1,1] is transfonned to approximation on [0, 1], the degree 2n is reduced to n, and the
exponent a is reduced to a12. While in Section 1 nontrivial approximation problems
arise if a <t 2N, this condition is a <t N in the later sections.

In Section 3 there was a further change: we have switched from the numerator-denom-
inator ratio c to the parameter 0. The transition has been defined in (3.1). From (1.3) and
(3.1) we deduced that

(4.1) c = 1 + 20 1and e = 2(c-I).

It follows that

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2. Let a E ~ \ N and let Ne be a ray sequence with e > o.
From (2.16) of Lemma 2.2(c) we know that

r~(z) = za -en(z)

(4.3) = za -~~ ro Qn(x)2lxla dx

7r Qn(z)2 i-oo (..In(x)(x -z)

forz E D = C\BL. Sincef(a;z) = za is bounded on compact subsets ofD, and since the

same is true for the analytic continuation of za across (-00,0), it follows that the second
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tenn on the right-hand side of(4.3) is the dominant one; it is decisive for the asymptotic

behavior of Ir~1 as n -00.

Without loss of generality we can assume that the limits in (3.4) exist; for otherwise
we can choose an infinite subsequence of Ne for which these assumptions hold.

From the limits in (3.4), limit (3.11) in Lemma 3.1, limit (3.17) in Lemma 3.2, and

identity (3.49) in Lemma 3.4 we deduce that

(4.4)
I" 1 1 .Isin 7rCX iJJn(z) L qn(x)2Ixla dx II " 1 [11 iJJn(z)I 1 II ( )1]Im- og-- = Im- og- + og nZ
Ne 2n 7r qn(z)2 -00 iJJn(x)(X -z) Ne 2n Qn(z)2

=p(v -iJJ;z) + Co = egC\[O.l](Z, 00),

locally unifonnly for z E C \ [-00,1].
From (4.3), (4.4), and (4.2) together with the fact that 2n/(mn +n) --1-1/(1 + 0) as

n --+ 00, n ENe, it follows that

c-l
(4.5) log Ir~(z)1 =

locally unifonnly forz E C\[ -00,1]. As an immediate consequenceof(3.68) and (3.69)
in Lemma 3.5 we see that (4.5) also holds locally unifonnIy for z E C \.[0, 1].

By the transfonnation (2.1), limit (4.5) transfonns to (1.19). Thus (1.19) is proved for
c> 1.

In case that c = 1, and m ::: n + 2[a/2] for (m, n) E Nc, the right-hand side of (1.19)

is identically 1. The limit (1.19) follows then as a consequence of Theorem 1.4 part (a),
which will be proved next. .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4. The main work is to show that the sequence of error func-
tions en(z) = za -r,:(z), n E N, is bounded on any compact subset V ~ C \ R-. In the

proofwe shall use divided differences and iterated differences; the relevant properties of
these notions will be assembled first.

Letf be a real function defined on C, and let xo,... ,Xj E C be a finite sequence of

distinct points. The divided differencef(xo,... ,Xj) of orderj is recursively defined by

~
( x o X . ) ._f(xo,.. .,Xi-l ) -~ ( X I X . )J' ,...,:/.- J J ,...,:/

Xo -Xj

with f(xj) the divided difference of order O. For points Xj that fonn an arithmetic progres-

SIon

(4.7) Xj = Xo + jh, Xo, h E C, h ¥ 0, j E N,

the iterated differences are defined recursively by

tlf(x) = f(x + h) -f(x)

t:/f(x) = t:/-1f(x + h) -t:/-If(x), j = 1,2,
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We have the fonnulae

(4.9)

f(x() 

, ,Xj) = ~&f(xo)
j! hi

(4. 10)

for) = 1,2,... (see [Ge], Chapter 1).

Since under the assumption (4.7) all points Xo, ..-,Xj lie on a straight line, for each
real function! that has a)-th order continuous derivative/J) there exists a.1; E (xo,Xj)

such that

{4. 1) f(xo,

From Theorem 1.1 we know that the error function en converges to 0 uniformly on
[0, I] as n --t 00. Therefore the en are bounded on [0, 1] for all n EN. Let a E (0, I)

and h a real number with 0 < h < (1 -a)/([a] + 1). Further let the sequence {Xj} be
defined by Xj = a + jh forj = 0, , [a] + 1. Then it follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that

there exists a constant CJ such that

(4. 12)

I en (xo, forj 0, , [q]+ and alln E N

Since za is analytic in D, the same is true for the divided differences of za with respect to
the sequences {xo,... ,Xj},j = 0,..., [a] + 1. Hence, these differences are bounded on
compact subsets of D independent of n EN. The divided difference is a linear operator,
and therefore it follows from (4.12) and from the identity en = za -r: that there exists
a constant C2 so that

(4.13) Ir~(xo, ,xj}l.<.5 Cz for all} = 0, ,[a] + and all n E N

With (4.11) it then follows that there exist points .;~) E (xo, Xj) ~ [a, 1] with

.(4.14) Ir~I;)(~~)) ~ C2 for allj = 0, , [a + 1] and all n E N

From Lemma 2.2(a) we know that the denominator polynomial qn of r~ has exactly n
zeros Yjn, j = I, ..., n, which are all simple and contained in (-00,0). From

Lemma 2.2(b) we know that the numerator polynomial of r~ is exactly of degree mn =
n + [a]. Hence, the partial fraction decomposition ofr~ has the form

(4.15) Sn(Z) + Pn(Z),
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wherePn E Ora] andSnis the fractional partofr~ (see also (2.27». It has been shown in
(2.28) that

2 xadx
(4.16) sin7ra~ f ( 9n(-x) ,

7r Qn(Yjn)2 0 x + Yjn Wn( -x)

which implies that all coefficients A In, ..., Ann are of identical sign for a given n. Since
Pn is a polynomial of degree [a], we have ~[a]+l) == 0 and

'--I\jn - j = 1,.. .,n,

(4. 17)

From elementary considerations it follows that for any compact set V ~ D there exists a
constant C3 = C3(V) such that

1 C3
(4.18) Iz -xl[a]+2 .$ i(- xl [a}+-2 for all z E V, (E [a, 1], x E IR-.

With (4.18) we derive from (4.17) that there exists a constant C4 such that

Ir*([a}+-I)(Z)t< ([a]+ I)! t IAjn[
n -j=l Iz -Yjn I (a]+2

(4. .19) < ([ + 1)' ~ [Ajn1
~ C3 a ..Lot

I c([a}+-l) .
l [a]+2 j=l."n Yjn

1< C l r*([a}+I) ( c([a]+I» )1 < c
-3 n ."n -4

for all z E V and n E N, where .;~[a]+l) E (xO,X[a]+I) are the points introduced in (4.14).
Integrating (4.19) [a] + 1 times and using the initial values .;~),j = 0,..., [a] + 1, which

are assumed to satisfy (4.14), shows that there exists a constant Cs so that

I r:(z) I ::;: Cs(4.20) for all z E V and n E N.

Since r~ converges to za unifonnly on [0, I] as n --+ 00, it follows from (4.20) and

Montel's theorem that

lim r:(z) = za
n--oc(4.21)

unifonnly on each compact V ~ C \ [-00,0].

With the mapping (2.1), it then is immediate that (4.21) implies (1.22). Thus, the proof
of part (a) of Theorem 1.4 is complete.

Part (b) is basically a consequence of Lemma 2.2(b). There is has been shown that all
poles lie on IL. By the mapping (2.1) these locations are moved to iR and their number
is duplicated. Since in Lemma 2.2(b) it has been shown that between two poles there is
always a zero, this guarantees that at least n -2 zeros of r~[a],n lie on iR. .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.6. By transfonnation (2.1) the assumption in Theorem 1.6
transfonns to a E ~ \ Nand mn ?: n + [a] for all n ENe. Hence, the assumptions (2.4)

and (3.2) of Sections 2 and 3 are satisfied.
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Let An = Amnn be the set of mn + n + 2 extreme points of the error function en(z) =

zCX -r;(z) on [0, 1] for the transformed problem. It has been shown in (2.9) that between

two adjacent points of An there is always a zero of the error function en. These are alto-
gether mn + n + 1 zeros, they form the set Bn = Bmnn defined in{2.l3), and they are also

the zeros of the polynomial (J.)n defined in (2.14).

In the second limit of (3.3) we have assumed that the sequence Ne has been selected
in such a way that the limit

1 *
(4.22) :2;;ZlB. -w as n -'-t 00, n ENe,

exists. From (4.2) we know that

where in the last equality we have used the identity E> = (c -1)/2 from (4.1).
With (4.24) the limit (1.27) is practically proved; it only remains to show that the

inverse of transformation (2.1) transforms the measures 150 and (.11[0,1] in the measures 150
and tsJ[-I,I], respectively. Indeed, the two branches of the mapping z ~ x = <p-l(z) =
:J::yiZ inap the domain D = C \ [-00,0] onto H+ = {z E C I Re(z) > O} and H- = {z e

C I Re(z) < a}. The equilibrium distribution

dz
dl.lJ[O,l](Z) ;:: ;:Pl~'(4.25) z E [0, .l},

is mapped by both branches of <p-J onto the measure

2dx2dW[-i,1](X) = ;Jl~~'(4.26) XE[-l.,l].

This is twice the equilibrium distribution on [-1, I]. Since cp-1 is 2-valued, we have to
divide the measure (4.26) by 2. The same considerations hold for the transformation of
the Dirac measure 80.

Thus, the limit (1.27) follows from (4.24) for the subsequence Ne, for which the lim-
its in (3.3) hold. Since the right-hand sides of (4.24) and (1.27) are independent of the
selected subsequence, the limit (1.27) holds also for the original sequence Nc. .

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.7. The assumptions are the same as in Theorem 1.6, and
again we transform the problem by (2.1) in a form that allows the application of results
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from Sections 2 and 3. The original degrees m and n have been assumed to be even. After

the transformation of the problem these degrees are halved.

..(a) From part (a) of Lemma 2.1 we know that the denominator polynomial qn in the
transformed problem has exactly n simple zeros on the negative real axis ( -00,0). From
part (b) of Lemma 2.1 it follows that each of these zeros is a pole of r~. The inverse

mapping cp-l of transformation (2.1) then transforms these poles to a doubled number

of poles on the imaginary axis iR.

(b) From part (b) of Lemma 2.1 it follows that between two adjacent poles of r~ on

the two imaginary half axes there is at least one zero of r~. This proves (1.28).

(d) We now prove assertion (d) and continue with the proof of assertion (c) afterwards.

The assumption c > 1 implies that in the transformed problem 8 > O. Hence, Lemma 3.5
is applicable. In (3.68) and (3.69) of this lemma it has been shown that all poles of the
transformed approximant r~ converge toz = 0, and all zeros converge to [0,1] as n -+ 00

and n ENe. Transforming back via the inverse mapping cp-l to the original problem,
the set [0, 1] is mapped on [-1, 1] and the point z = 0 is mapped on x = O. Thus, (3.68)

and (3.69) of Lemma 3.5 imply (1.30).
(c) From (3.55) in Lemma 3.4 together with Lemma 2.2(b) and the first limit in (3.4),

it follows that

(4.27)

which proves the first limit (1.29).
In the proof of the second limit in (1.29) we distinguish the two cases c = 1 and c > 1.

Ifc = 1, then it follows from the interlacing property (1.28) in part (b), that the limit
(4.27) remains true if we substitute Pmn by Zmn. This proves the second limit in (1.29) if

c= 1.
If c > 1, then in the transformed problem we have e > 0, and, as in the proof of

Theorem 1.2, we can deduce that (4.5) holds. Transforming this limit back by the inverse
mapping cp-l of (2.1) and taking care of degrees and the effect of the transformation on
the Green function, yields that

c-l-I" 1
m+~ -lo gl r* ( )1(m,n)EN m + n mn Z =

c

(4.28)

unifonnly on compact subsets of C \ [-I, I]. The last equality in (4.28) follows from
(4.1). Since the Green functiong~[-l.l](Z,OO) has the representation

gC\[-t,I](Z,OO):= log 2 -P«.;[-I,I];Z)(4.29)

as m + n --+ 00, (m, n) E Nc,(4. 30)
n--

m+n

1

l+c
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it follows from (4.29) and the interlacing property (1.28) of poles and zeros proved in
part (b) that

(4.31)
( 1 1 ) *

-vzmn --vPmn --(c -1~[-l,I]n n as m +n -00, (m,n) E Nc.

With the limit (4.27) and the fact that m/n ~ c, we deduce from (4.31) that

1 * 1 ( l )(4.32) -l/Zmn 80 + 1 --W {-II ]m c c ..

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.7.

as m + n -+ 00, (m, n) E Nc.

.
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